
50 milimeter pickups.    7.1 virtual sound. Very light. Led backlight.     

MODECOM
VOLCANO
PROMETHEUS



220 cm long USB cable. The remote control placed 

on the cable allows you to control the volume and 

backlight of the headphones. Built-in sound card in 

the remote control. 

CABLE LENGHT

The use of high-quality materials during production 

ensures its durability. 

HIGH QUALITY

High ergonomics allows you to use them for many hours -

not only while playing your favorite games for many hours, 

but also while working or studying at a laptop. The self-

adjusting strap with a soft sponge allows you to comfortably 

adjust the headphones to the shape of your head. 

ERGONOMY

High-quality sound obtained thanks to 50 mm 

pickups.

SOUND

Created especially for gaming, they faithfully reproduce the 

sounds of the virtual world.

7.1 VIRTUAL SOUND

Ear cups made of a combination of eco-leather and 

breathable material. 

COMFORTABLE EARMUFFS

Effective LED backlight. (7 colors + rainbow effect). 

LED

Dedicated software.

SOFTWARE

The materials used are durable and keep the weight low 

(280 g without the cable). Thanks to this construction, 

the „Prometheus" are perfect even during long gaming 

sessions, without the feeling of unpleasant discomfort. 

OPTIMAL WEIGHT 







COMFORTABLE

BACKLIGHT
The backlight color can be changed using the remote control on the 

cable. 

Comfortable headphones that allow you to play your favorite games 

for hours without discomfort. 

SOUND
Clean, clear sound enhances immersion and gameplay enjoyment 

while playing your favorite games. 



SOUND IS IMPORTANT TO US - IN THESE HEADPHONES WHILE 
PLAYING, YOU WILL LOCATE YOUR OPPONENT AFTER HIS

FIRST STEP. 



SOUND CARD IN THE 

REMOTE CONTROL

The sound card in the remote control gives you clear sound in 

games. Thanks to it, you will locate your virtual opponent after 

his first step.

Using the remote control, you can also conveniently control the 

volume and backlight. In addition, there is always a microphone 

switch at hand. 



MODECOM Prometheus headphones were designed to

accurately reproduce sound in computer games.

Regardless of whether they are strategy games, popular

FPS games or "network games" - in MODECOM VOLCANO

PROMETHEUS each game will be pleasant and will give

you a lot of satisfaction.

At the same time, we have not forgotten about comfort.

Gamers can "lose" themselves in the virtual world for

hours, which is why we present comfortable headphones

that allow you to have fun without the unpleasant feeling

of discomfort.

GAMING HEADPHONESPROMETHEUS



DESIGN

In order to fully experience the emotions of games, you need not only a good

computer, keyboard and mouse. An important aspect is the sound, because

thanks to it, the heart beats faster during exciting multimedia entertainment.

MODECOM VOLCANO PROMETHEUS headphones have been designed for

gamers and their sense of hearing.

But not only the sound is important here. The headphones also need to look

beautiful to fit the gaming desk. Effective LED backlight can beautifully blend

in with illuminated accessories and computer components. MODECOM

PROMETHEUS are the perfect choice for any gaming stand.





Enter the world of gaming and forget about the reality that surrounds you. Use the latest technological solutions and

have fun. Or just have a nice and comfortable time while working or studying.

It's your choice, we only gave you the tool.

New gaming 
sound in 
MODECOM 
VOLCANO 
PROMETHEUS 
headphones 



COMFORT Comfortable headphones that will let you play for hours without getting tired. 

SOUND Exemplary reproduction of sounds in games. 50mm pickups and 7.1 virtual sound. 

DESIGN Modern design that fits any gaming stand. 

QUALITY Excellent quality of materials. The headphones will last for years. In addition, they are easy to keep clean. 

01.

02.
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10 REASONS WHY IT'S GOOD TO HAVE THEM

MICROPHONE05. A flexible sponge-tipped microphone that records the voice well.



LISTEN OR PLAY Headphones that will let you lose yourself in the world of gaming or simply listen to music.

SOFTWARE You can easily download software from porducer website – www.modecom.com

7.1 VIRTUAL 7.1 virtual surround sound gives the full immersion of gaming. 

BASS Clean and strong bass - perfect for listening to music.

06.

07.

08.

09.

10 REASONS WHY IT'S GOOD TO HAVE THEM

WEIGHT10. Very light - 280 g (without cable).



The ear cups in the part in contact with the user’s ear are

made of a material that allows air to pass through. Thanks to

this solution, you can enjoy thermal comfort even during long

sessions with your favorite games. The remaining part made

of eco-leather allows you to maintain the appropriate sound

pressure inside the earcups (important for the reproduction of

low tones) and outside sound insolation.

EAR CUPS



MICROPHONE

A flexible microphone, which records the voice very well, has been finished with a

sponge that eliminates other sounds that disturb the conversation, such as for

example loud breathing.

The microphone is detachable - just twist it and unhook to get rid of it in situations

when it is not needed (e.g. while playing single player games or while listening to

music).

Communication and team cooperation is crucial in order to gain an advantage over the

oponent in virtual games.

Because the microphone is also important 



Light and pleasant to use, they do not tire the ears,

and the 50-millimeter pickups increase the

pleasure of listening to music and sounds of the

virtual world. Thanks to MODECOM Volcano

Prometheus, your sense of hearing will be filled

with the details of multimedia entertainment.

Play or listen to music - it's your choice, we only
gave you the tool.

MEET
HEADPHONES



GAME 

ADVENTAGE 

SOUND

7.1 VIRTUAL

LED

BACKLIGHT

HIGH QUALITY



Pickups

7.1

Podświetlenie

50-milimeter

Yes, virtual

LED, 7 modes

VOLCANO 
MC-899 
PROMETHEUS



Model MC-899 PROMETHEUS

Pickups Ø50mm

Frequency range 20Hz-20kHz

Sensivity 119dB±3dB

Microphone sensivity -38dB±3dB

Cable lenght 2,2 m

Interface USB

Weight 356 g with cable (280 g without cable)



04 Number of sets in the collective package: 20

02 Product code: S-MC-899-PROMETHEUS-100 (czarne)

Product code: S-MC-899-PROMETHEUS-200 (białe)

03 Dimensions of collective package: 695 x 430 x 540 mm

01
EAN: 5901885248745 (white)

EAN: 5901885248745 (black)

LOGISTIC INFORMATION


